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OKINKA African Art Exhibition – Official Launch
22 July 2015
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Mr. Paulo Gomes giving a speech introducing the
Okinka African Art Exhibition

OKINKA African Art Exhibition

The Ma-Tshol sculpture (left) from Guinea-Bissau is one of the highlights of the OKINKA
African Art Exhibition

The OKINKA African Art Exhibition
was officially launched in Singapore,
The Art Space at Suntec City Mall on
22 July 2015. It is organized by Mr.
Paulo Gomes, Chairman of Advisory
Board of Africa South East Asia
Chamber of Commerce (ASEACC).
Mr. Gomes has been appointed as the
NTU–SBF Center for African Studies’
Distinguished Visiting Fellow. The
Singapore Business Federation (SBF)
and Nanyang Technological University
(NTU) jointly manage this center with
the objective of promoting knowledge
on Africa and strengthening the AfricaAsia business relations with the support
from government, business and
academia.
Additionally, the
received
support
International Lines
Export-Import Bank
and ASEACC.
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OKINKA marks the very first time
where fifty African bronze and wooden
sculptures, including twenty exquisite
and rare masterpieces, are displayed in
Asia. Gathered from indigenous ethnic
communities from various African
countries including Guinea-Bissau,
Ivory Coast and Gabon, each sculpture
bears both artistic and cultural
significance.
The specially curated selection also
reveals the stylistic influences African
sculptures exert on modernist artists,
such as the renowned Pablo Picasso.
The different styles of human forms
depicted in African sculptures, have for
example
inspired
the
Cubism
movement.
More than 50 distinguished guests from
the private and public sectors attended
the official opening night of the
exhibition.

Date: 22 July – 30 August 2015
Time: 10a.m. to 10p.m. daily
Venue: The Art Space,
#01-449 Suntec City Mall
Tower 1 North Wing
Nearest MRT: Esplanade Station
Admission: Free
Website: www.okinkart.com
Email: okinkart@okinkart.com

OKINKA also received media coverage
from mainstream Chinese newspaper
Lianhe Zaobao and the Singapore Art
Gallery Guide.
The Okinka African art exhibition is
first of its kind in Asia. With the
premiere exhibition in Singapore, Mr.
Gomes envisions taking the exhibition
to other parts of Asia, such as Shanghai,
Hong Kong and Jakarta. He believes
culture and art is an important element
of Africa-Asia exchange on top of the
growing business and trade ties.
Till the last day of the exhibition, the
sculptures are available for sale, and the
price list is available upon request. Part
of the proceed will be donated to the
Singapore Children’s Society and also
culture and environment-related causes
in Africa.

